MARIO KART INVINCIBILITY
STAR PATTERN
Needles: 6 x DPN, 3.25mm.
Yarn: Palette Collection, Plain DK in
Yellow (approx.2 balls), Black and
White.
The Star measures approx 30cm x
30cm.
It is worked from the points into the
centre and gives a swirly pattern in
the middle.
For a star worked centre to points
and with straight lines coming from
the centre, please see star pattern
instead.

To make the first star:
Make 5 star points in yellow yarn:
Row 1: Cast on 2 stitches
Row 2: K2
Row 3: P1, inc1, p1
Row 4: K1, inc1, K2
Row 5: P1, inc1, P3

Continue knitting even rows and
purling odd rows, adding 1 stitch on
each row until 30 stitches (inc1 after
the first stitch to make it neater). Cut
off yarn and start the next point on a
separate needle until you have 5
star points.
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Take one of the star points, starting
on the opposite side of the cut off
yarn end, knit all but the last stitch,
transfer the last stitch on to the
next star point (opposite side of the
cut off yarn), *knit the first 2
stitches on the next star point
together, knit all but the last stitch,
transfer the last stitch on to the
next star point. Repeat from * until
there are about 4/5 stitches on
each needle. Cut yarn and thread
through live stitches, pulling tight,
weave in ends.
To make the eyes:
Row 1: Cast on 2 in black yarn
Row 2: K3
Row 3: K1, Inc1, K2
Row 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9: K4
Row 10&12: K1, with white k1, with black k2
Row 11&13: with black K2, with white k1, with black k1
Row 14: with black, K4
Row 15: K1, K2tog, K1
Row 16: bind off and sew onto first star.
To make the second star:
Follow instructions for first star, all
the way to threading through live
stitches, but DO NOT PULL TIGHT,
instead sew the two stars together at
the edges.
Once it's sewn up all around the
edges (tightly) fill with beans. I used
a funnel to make it easy since the
gap left is pretty small and
polystyrene beans are evasive!!!!
Once filled, pull loose thread through
live stitches very tightly and weave in
loose ends!
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Abbreviations:
K: Knit
K2tog: Knit 2 stitches together
Inc1: Increase by 1 st
P: Purl
YO: yarn over: wrap the yarn around right needle

